
100 Humorous Quotations for All Occasions

Underneath each quote is a main topic. Here are the classifications in alphabetical order. Just use
the FIND feature to search using topic, content or author.

Animals
Change
Comedy
Communications
Cust. Service
Cute
Education
Fear
Food
Government
Laughter
Lawyer

Love
Marriage
Men
Money
Music
Parenthood
Perspectives
Philosophy
Political
Positive Focus
Recognition
Relationships
Religion

School
Sex
Spirituality
Social Commentary
Stress
Success
Travel
Technology
Time
Trust
Women
Work

Canada is like the Vichyssoise of nations.  It is cold, half French, and difficult to stir.

Political

*********************************************************
I try to take one day at a time, but sometimes several days attack me at once.
- Ashleigh Brilliant

Life’s Challenges

*********************************************************
Laughter is a wonderful way to add years to your life, and life to your years.
           - Joel Goodman

Laughter
Aging
Health

*********************************************************
Blessed are we who can laugh at ourselves, for we shall never cease to be amused.

Laughter
Life's Challenges
Self-Esteem

*********************************************************



Angels fly because they take themselves lightly.

Laughter
Spirituality

*********************************************************
Time is the great teacher, but unfortunately it kills all of it's students.
- Hector Berlioz

Time

*********************************************************
Reality is the leading cause of stress amongst those in touch with it.  I can take it in small doses,
but as a lifestyle I find it too confining.
  - Lily Tomlin

Philosophy
Perspectives
Stress

*********************************************************
Love may make the world go around, but it's laughter that keeps us from getting dizzy.
 - Donald  Zochert

Laughter
Stress
Cust. Service
Love

*********************************************************
Fear is that little darkroom where negatives are made.
          - Micheal Pritchard

Positive Focus
Fear

*********************************************************
You don't stop laughing because you grow old, you grow old because you stop laughing.
 - Micheal Pritchard

Laughter
Aging
Health

*********************************************************



As a writer, I tell stories and people give me money.  Then financial planners tell me stories, and I
give them money.
 - Martin Cruz Smith

Money

*********************************************************
If I had more time, I'd write a shorter speech.
 - Blaise Pascal

Time
Success

*********************************************************
It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle if it is lightly greased.
 -  John Nesvig

Money

*********************************************************
Praise does wonders for the sense of hearing.

Positive Focus
Recognition

*********************************************************
Diplomacy is the art of letting someone else have your way.
 - Unknown

Communications
Political

*********************************************************
Without music, life would be a mistake.
 - Fredrich Nietzsche

Music

*********************************************************
I know that I will die laughing.
 Jeanne Calment 119-year-old woman in France, whose doctor says her best asset is her sense of
humour and that she has never suffered from stress.

Laughter

*********************************************************



Changes in life are not only possible and predictable, but to deny them is to be an accomplice to
one's own unnecessary vegetation.
- Gail Sheehy

Change

*********************************************************
No matter where you go, there you are.
 - Steven Wright

Positive Focus

*********************************************************
If you didn't know me, would you think I was a stranger?

 - Steven Wright

Recognition
Relationships
Perspectives

*********************************************************
I can levitate birds, but nobody cares.
 - Steven Wright

Comedy
Cute
Perspectives

*********************************************************
Whenever I think of the past it just brings back so many memories.
 - Steven Wright

Time
Perspectives

*********************************************************
What's another word for Thesaurus?
 - Steven Wright

Perspectives

*********************************************************
I make wine at home.  I make it out of raisins so that it will be aged automatically.
 - Steven Wright

Food



*********************************************************
When you shoot a mime, should you use blanks?
       - Steven Wright

Perspectives
*********************************************************

Think of me as a sex symbol for men who don't give a damn.
 - Phyllis Diller

Sex
Women
Men

*********************************************************
Title of Newspaper Article:
Yesterday vandals made off with all toilet seats in the local presinct.  Police have nothing to go on.

Perspectives
Social Commentary

*********************************************************
Our furniture goes back to Louis the Fourteenth - unless of course we pay him before then.

Money

*********************************************************
Girls got balls.  They're just a little higher up, that's all.
            - Joan Jett

Women

*********************************************************
How many feminists does it take to screw in a light bulb?  'That's not funny!!'

Social Commentary
Women

*********************************************************
Don't just do something, stand there.

Work

*********************************************************
Be alert. The world needs more lerts



Perspectives

*********************************************************
I may not be perfect, but some parts of me are excellent.
          - Ashleigh Brilliant

Self-Esteem

*********************************************************
Appreciate me now, and avoid the rush.
             - Ashleigh Brilliant

Self-Esteem

*********************************************************
All I want is a warm bed and a kind word and unlimited power.

 - Ashleigh Brilliant

Social Commentary

*********************************************************
Analyzing humor is like dissecting a frog.  Few people are interested and the frog dies of it.
         - E.B. White

Comedy
Laughter

*********************************************************
Golf and taxes are pretty similar.  In both, it's a long hard drive to the green, and you always end
up in the hole.

Money
Government

*********************************************************
Bald man's credo:  The good Lord made a few good heads.  All the others he covered up with hair.

Men

*********************************************************
The most important thing in this job is sincerity.  Once you can fake that, you've got it made.

Communications
*********************************************************

The doctor told me to eat more fruit, so I put cherries in my martinis.



Health
Food

*********************************************************
I'm not saying she's a bad cook, but now I know why her family prays before each meal.

Food
Religion

*********************************************************
That new California church is so liberal... it has six commandments and four suggestions.

Religion

*********************************************************
I'd give my right arm to be ambidextrous.

Perspectives

*********************************************************
The churches around here have been modifying their baptism ceremonies to cope with the recent
drought.  The fundamentalists are using a damp cloth, and the Catholics are turning wine into
water.

Social Commentary, Religion

*********************************************************
You know you're old when the only gleam in your eye comes from a reflection off of your bifocals.

Aging

*********************************************************
Political jokes are quite dangerous.  Sometimes they get elected.

Political

*********************************************************
Gas is so expensive today that bank robbers are using getaway car pools.

Social Commentary

*********************************************************
Adolescence: a time when one's parents become very difficult.

Parenthood



*********************************************************
The problem with being the best man at a wedding is that you never get a chance to prove it.

Sex

*********************************************************
Jury: a group of people that get together to determine who has the better lawyer.

Lawyer

*********************************************************
How many grandmothers does it take to screw in a light bulb?  'Three.  One to change the bulb,
and two to reminisce about how nice the old one was.'

Perspectives, Aging

*********************************************************
When we got into office, we were surprised to find that things were as bad as we'd been saying they
were.   - John F. Kennedy

Political

*********************************************************
Tonight's weather forecast:  Dark, with continued darkness until morning.
          - George Carlin

Social Commentary, Perspectives

*********************************************************
Most appreciated after dinner speech:  I'll pay the check.

Money

*********************************************************
A lawyer dies and goes to hell.  The devil says he'll make a deal with him.  He can go to heaven if
he gives up the souls of his wife and two kids.  'Sure,' says the lawyer, 'but what's the catch?'   -
Contributed by Mark Ross

Lawyer

*********************************************************
Cats are smarter than dogs.  You can't get eight cats to pull a sled through the snow.   - Jeff Valdez

Perspectives, Animals



*********************************************************
Some people don't have a lot to say.  Unfortunately you have to listen for quite a while to find that
out.

Communications

*********************************************************
How can you tell the difference between a run-over snake and a run-over lawyer?  There are skid
marks in front of the snake.   - Contributed by Mark Ross

Lawyer

*********************************************************
If you ever feel like having a child, go to a restaurant and sit next to one.
- Steve Martin

Parenthood

*********************************************************
How many honest politicians does it take to screw in a light bulb?  Both of them.

Political

*********************************************************
Congress is the only insane asylum that's run by the inmates.

Social Commentary

*********************************************************
I tended to place my wife under a pedestal.   - Woody Allen

Marriage

*********************************************************
Bumper Sticker:  Join the Army.  See the world, travel to far away places, meet exotic people and
kill them.

Travel, Social Commentary

*********************************************************
How many doctors does it take to screw in a light bulb?  That depends on whether it has medical
insurance.

Social Commentary, Health



*********************************************************
Roses are red, Violets are blue, I'm schizophrenic, and so am I.

Perspectives

*********************************************************
In Heaven the economy is run by the Germans, the French do the cooking, and the police are
English.  In Hell the economy is run by the French, the English do the cooking, and the police are
German.

Money, Food, Commentary

*********************************************************
How many college football players does it take to screw in a light bulb?  One.  But he gets three
credits for it.

School, Education

*********************************************************
We have a great group insurance plan at work.  Unfortunately, the insurance company only pays if
the whole group gets sick.

Social Commentary, Money, Health

*********************************************************
The best way to improve a vegetarian dinner is with a thick, juicy steak.

Food

*********************************************************
Couch potato's exercise philosophy:  If you don't use it, it won't wear out.

Health
Philosophy

*********************************************************
There's a plan to replace lab rats with lawyers, because the scientists tend to grow attached to the
rats.

Lawyer

*********************************************************
You know a book has become 'Great Literature' when people who haven't read it say they have.



Intelligence, Education

*********************************************************
My wife's soup is so bad that I don't know whether to eat it or dip arrows in it.

Food, Marriage, Relationships

*********************************************************
Get your facts first, then you can distort them as you please.   - Mark Twain

Social Commentary, Communications

*********************************************************
How many surrealist painters does it take to screw in a light bulb?  Three.  One to change the bulb,
one to hold the giraffe, and one to fill the bath tub with multicolored dental instruments.
          - Mitchell Yawitz

Perspectives

*********************************************************
Do you think that there is a word that contains all of the vowels?  Unquestionably.

Communications

*********************************************************
To err is human.  To really screw up, you need a computer.

Work, Technology

*********************************************************
How many chiropractors does it take to change a light bulb?  Just one, but it requires 21 office
visits and 4 X-rays.

Social Commentary, Health

*********************************************************
I have to go to Hawaii every winter.  I can't afford an overcoat.

Travel

*********************************************************
The only reason I would take up jogging would be to hear heavy breathing again.   - Erma
Bombeck

Sex, Aging



*********************************************************
I don't want to say that this place is deserted, but I've seen more people at a Salman Rushdie look-
alike contest.   - Contributed by Tom Gamsky

Social Commentary

*********************************************************
Sign:  “Illiterate?  Write for free help.”

Social Commentary, School

*********************************************************
At ten years old I actually thought that the reason I was getting glasses was that I couldn't tell what
my parents looked like, because every time I asked my mother to buy me something she'd say, 'What
do I look like - a bank?

- Jerry Seinfeld

Parenthood, Money


